Isle of Wight 2016
Thursday
We woke up this morning to blinding sunshine, yet again, so there were a large amount of
children ready for the beach at 7o’clock! French cricket was the game today and there was
a lot of interesting bowling and bat action. Our budding structural engineers spent some
time tunnelling and building sand structures to rival their volcano from earlier in the week.

After another superb breakfast we were on the coach and off to rock climbing – only to find
out there was a problem with the booking! Thankfully, thanks to our quick-thinking driver,
Andy, and a couple of phone calls we were able to whizz up the road to Robin Hill Country
Park where we arrived just after opening time!

The children made a bee-line for Collosus, a rocking galleon, although not everyone was up
for it! There was also a small train and, when they had finished there, they went to get lost
in the maze.

After a couple of rides on the galleon, we all gathered back together and continued around
the park, making a stop to have several evenly matched tugs of war, then hide in the rabbit
warren - don’t worry, we retrieved all the children!

We then made our way to the arena for the falconry exhibition, where we saw a Harris
Hawk and a Peregrine being flown. The weather was perfect and the birds performed
amazingly, flying low over the heads of the audience. Several of the Bengeo children had
wings touching them or needed to duck to avoid the birds flying into them.

After lunch, we walked through the woods to the playground and the long slides which the
children had a great time on and they also enjoyed Splash Attack - an excuse to get wet and
cool off!

Our final stop was Squirrel Towers and the tree top walk. All the children thought this was
fantastic, even though some slipped through the net and ended up in some interesting
positions!

The excited children then jumped back on the coach, looking forward to an afternoon back
at Shanklin Theatre. We arrived to be greeted by one of the stars of the show, then Count
Dracula (without the make-up and costume) took us to our seats at the front of the stage.
The children learnt all about costume, make-up, lighting and sound for a show and had a
tour of backstage. They had a chance to question the actors and thought of a wide range of
interesting ones to ask.

During the afternoon, the two actors led the children through rehearsals for a mini-show
involving singing, narration and dancing. They performed this up on the stage, including
opening curtains, lighting and sound – good practice for our Year 6 production!

The evening finished with a quick trip up the road to Ryde for the Laser Quest. This was the
first time we had tried this and the children had a great time with Mr Hetherington winning
one game and Harry Blackman the other.

On our return to the hotel we had a quick drink and some of Josh Ryder’s birthday cake – a
day early but it was easier to cut it up in the hotel than when picnicking.

Everyone went to bed happy, having had a fantastic week and looking forward to the
Aquarium and returning home to see all their friends and family, and having a relaxed half
term!
See you all later xx

